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ABSTRACT 
The balanced stochastic realization is introduced as a balanced solution to the 
continuous time positive real equations and the dual positive real equations. The 
structure of the associated balanced spectral factors is derived, the main result being a 
product decomposition of the spectral factors. The properties of the stochastic model 
reduction technique of balanced stochastic truncation are considered. In particular it 
is shown that balanced stochastic truncation preserves the right half plane zeros of the 
spectral factors, leading to a transformation approach to the approximation of 
non-minimum-phase stochastic systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of an internally balanced realization of a linear time in- 
variant system is one which was first introduced in the signal processing 
literature by Mullis and Roberts [l] in the context of fixed point implementa- 
tion of digital filters. In this context it was shown that a balanced structure 
leads to state quantization errors having minimal impact on the output errors. 
Later the concept was assessed by Moore [2] as a good structure for the 
problem of system approximation, or what is known as model reduction. 
Since then balanced structures have been associated with model reduction, 
specifically the balanced truncation method in [2] and the optimal Hankel 
norm method developed by Glover [3]. Other embellishments include the 
input weighted and output weighted balanced structures of Enns [4]. 
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The essential idea of internal balancing, indeed its defining property, is to 
balance a Lyapunov equation against its dual Lyapunov equation-i.e. to 
perform a state transformation so that the solutions to the two Lyapunov 
equations are equal and diagonal. 
The balanced stochastic realization (BSR) of a stationary rational process- 
es was introduced by Desai and Pal [5] as a good structure for stochastic 
model reduction. This stochastic model reduction philosophy is closely related 
to the canonical correlation analysis of stationary processes [6], a link which 
developed from Desai and Pal’s method [5] being seen subsequently as 
equivalent to a particular form of the phase matching approach to stochastic 
model reduction introduced by Jonckheere et al. [7, 81. 
The essential idea of stochastic balancing is to balance the minimal 
positive definite solution to an algebraic Riccati equation against the minimal 
positive definite solution to the dual Riccati equation-i.e., to perform a state 
transformation so that the solutions to the two Riccati equations are equal 
and diagonal. 
Since Desai and Pal [5] introduced the BSR, several papers have appeared 
on BSRs [g-12], and these have all focused on the balancing of algebraic 
Riccati equations. The literature has thus dealt only with regular stochastic 
processes-those with power spectra, and hence innovations representations 
which, in the continuous time setting, are nonsingular at infinity. The 
construction of the innovations representation of a stationary rational process 
proceeds, however, via the positive real equations, which can only be reduced 
to an algebraic Riccati equation if the process is regular. Thus the BSR is 
more properly considered as a balancing of the positive real and dual positive 
real equations, rather than a balancing of Riccati and dual Riccati equations. 
The literature [5, lo-121 has also focused exclusively on balancing the 
minimal solution I’,,, to the algebraic Riccati equation and minimal solution 
Qmin to the dual Riccati equation, often under the additional assumption that 
Qii!, - Pmin > 0, or equivalently that the process power spectrum has no 
imaginary axis zeros. There is however no need to assume the minimal 
solutions are balanced, which allows non-minimum-phase models to be con- 
sidered, and the new tool of a product decomposition of the spectral factors 
developed here allows the technical condition 0;; - Pmin > 0 to be removed. 
The literature on BSR [5, g-121 has also considered BSR only in the 
context of the problem of stochastic model reduction the associated ap- 
proximation of Kalman filters [II]. The positive real and Riccati equations 
have however numerous roles in system theory apart from stochastic realiza- 
tion, including passive network synthesis, linear quadratic control design, and 
Kalman filtering, The balanced stochastic realization could therefore be 
expected to have some impact on all of these areas. For example, internally 
balanced realizations have good roundoff noise minimization properties [l], 
so that a Kalman filter or an LQ controller implemented using a BSR could 
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be less subject to errors caused by finite word length computer implementa- 
tion than other realizations. The balanced stochastic truncation method of 
Desai and Pal [5] could also provide a technique for model reduction of 
passive networks or LQ controller reduction. This paper is therefore con- 
cerned with the general structure of balanced stochastic realizations, and the 
application to stochastic model reduction, i.e., balanced stochastic truncation, 
plays a subsidiary role. Accordingly a much more general approach is taken 
than has been hitherto the case. 
In Section 2 the necessary definitions and background material on the 
positive real equations and spectral factorization are reviewed [13-171. In 
Section 3 the balanced stochastic realization is considered: a state transforma- 
tion which brings the positive real and dual positive real equations to 
balanced form is described. The form of the BSR leads naturally to a 
partitioning of the balanced equations, the structure of which is considered in 
Section 3.1. Section 3.2 considers the product decomposition of the BSR of 
the spectral factors, which is the main tool for the later results. Section 4 
applies the product decomposition to prove a result relating a solution P to 
the PR equations to the number of left half plane, right half plane, and 
imaginary axis zeros of a spectral factor associated with P. This provides a 
unified proof for the regular and singular cases of a result that has been 
hitherto proved directly only for the regular case [17]. Section 5 considers the 
connection between spectral factorization and the factorization of all-pass 
matrix functions [18, 191 and discusses the “phase” matrix associated with a 
left-right spectral factor pair, thus providing the link between balanced 
stochastic truncation and stochastic model reduction by phase matching 
[7-lo]. 
Finally, Section 6 considers balanced stochastic truncation (BST). It is 
shown that BST preserves the number of right half plane zeros of a spectral 
factor, thus providing a transformation approach to the approximation of 
non-minimum-phase stochastic systems. 
2. POSITIVE COMPLEX MATRICES AND SPECTRAL FACTORS 
In this section the properties of the positive real equations, generalized to 
include complex matrices, and spectral factorizations are reviewed. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A p X p complex rational matrix function Z(s) of 
degree n, with minimal realization 
Z(s)=D+C(sZ-A)-%, (2-l) 
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will be called positive compbx if there exists an n x n matrix P = P* > 0, an 
n x q matrix K, and a p X q matrix V such that 
AP+ PA*+ KK*=O, (2.2a) 
PC* = B - KV*, (2.2b) 
W*=D+D*. (2.2c) 
We have thus taken as our definition the characterization of positive real 
matrices given by the positive real lemma (see e.g. [13]), generalized to 
include complex rational matrices. Equations (2.2) are called the positive real 
(PR) equations. Notice that Z(s) must be stable, but can have imaginary axis 
poles, in which case (A, K) is not controllable. Mostly in this paper we will 
assume Z(s) is asymptotically stable, or equivalently (A, K) is controllable. 
Note that when V is nonsingular (D + D* > 0), then (2.2b) can be solved 
for K and substituted into (2.2a), which becomes an algebraic Riccati 
equation. This is the regular case referred to in the introduction. 
Pre- and postmultiply (2.2a) by P-‘, and premultiply (2.2b) by P-‘. 
Define 
Q = P-‘, (2.3a) 
L = - U*K*p- l, 
w = u*v* , 
(2.3b) 
(2.3~) 
where U is an arbitrary q x ij matrix such that UU* = I. It follows that 
A*Q+QA+ L*L=O, 
QB = C* - L*W, 
W*W=D*+D. 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
(2.4~) 
These are the dual positive real (DPR) equations, and they show that 
Z(S)* = D* + B*(sZ - A*)-%* is positive complex. Equations (2.3) show 
that (P, K,V) solve (2.2) if and only if (P-l, - U*K*P*-‘, U*V*) solve 
(2.4) for some matrix U such that UU* = 1. There are however many 
solutions (P, K, V) to (2.2) [13, 15-171 and thus of course many solutions 
(Q, L, W) to (2.4). Consequently, given a solution (P, K, V) to (2.2) and a 
solution (Q, L, W) to (2.4), it is not necessary that they be related by (2.3). 
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The family of solutions to (2.2) can however be characterized by the 
associated matrix P-given P, the matrices K and V are determined up to a 
9 X 9’ matrix such that UU* = 1. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Solutions (P, K, V) and (Q, L, W) to the PR and DPR 
equations (2.2), (2.4) will be called dual if Q = P-‘. 
LEMMA 2.1. lit (P, K,V) and (Q, L, W) be duul solutions to the PR 
and DPR equations (2.2), (2.4) with K, L* having 9, 9 columns respectively. 
Then there exists a 9 x 9 matrix U such that 
L*+QKU=O, (2.5a) 
w*-vu=0 (2.5b) 
and 
K+PL*U*=O > 
v-w*u*=o 
(2.5~) 
(2.5d) 
with 
u*u=z if 929, (2.6a) 
uu*=1 if 9 < 9. (2.6b) 
Proof. Pm- and post-multiply (2.2a) by Q = P-’ and subtract from 
(2.4a) to obtain 
QKK*Q = L*L. 
Premultiply (2.2b) by Q and add to (2.4b) to obtain 
QKV+ L*W = 0. 
Combining this with (2.2~) and (2.4~) gives 
[~][K*Q v*] = [ ;y][-L w]. (2.7) 
Consider 9 < 9. From standard linear algebra-see e.g. Lemma 3.5 of 
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[3]-there exists a q x ij matrix U such that UU* = I and 
[y]u=[;]. (2.8) 
The result for q < ij follows. For q >, ij similarly use Lemma 3.5 of [3]. n 
Equations (2.3) imply that given any solution (P, K, V) to the PR 
equations it is always possible to construct a solution (Q, L, W) to the DPR 
equations such that (P, K, V) and (0, L, W) are dual. Lemma 2.1 means that 
all dual solutions are related by (2.3). 
DEFINITION 2.3 (See [13]). Let (I’, K, V) be any solution to the PR 
equations (2.2), and (Q, L, W) any solution to the DPR equations (2.4) (not 
necessarily dual). The Zeji spectral factor associated with (P, K, V) is 
V(s)=V+C(sZ-A)-‘K. (2.9a) 
The right spectral factor associated with (0, L, W) is 
W(s)=W+L(sZ-A)-%. (2.9b) 
The left and right spectral factors satisfy 
z(s)+z( -s)*=v(s)v( -s)*=w( -i)*w(+ (2.10) 
A spectral factor will be called full rank when it has normal rank equal to the 
number of its rows or the number of its columns. 
Note that, properly speaking, Definition 2.3 defines minimal degree 
spectral factors - i.e., solutions of (2.10) with least degree [14, 151. When 
Z(s) is asymptotically stable, minimal degree spectral factors have the same 
degree as Z(S). Any nonminimal degree (left) spectral factor is obtained from 
a minimal degree (left) spectral factor by postmultiplication by an all-pass 
matrix function of appropriate size [14, 151. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let (P, K, V) and (Q, L, W) be dual solutions to the 
PR and DPR equations respectively. The associated spectral factors V(s) and 
W(s) defined by (2.6) will be called dual spectral factors. 
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Note that, given a left spectral factor V(s) associated with (I’, K, V), we 
can always construct a right spectral factor W,(s) such that W,(s) and V(s) 
are dual. 
All spectral factors given by Definition 2.3 have the same poles, since 
they have the same state matrix A. The zeros of the spectral factors are 
however affected by the particular solutions (P, K, V) and (0, L, W) to the 
PR and DPR equations. The zeros of any left (right) spectral factor are 
closely related to the zeros of the associated dual right (dual left) spectral 
factor. Following [20], we define the zeros of a transfer matrix by associated 
system matrix: 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let T(s) be a p X q proper rational matrix with 
realization 
T(s)=J+H(sl-F)-‘G, withFnxn. (2.11) 
(a) s,, E C is called a zero of the reulizution (2.11) of T(s) if the system 
matrix 
[So:;F ;] (2.12) 
has less than normal rank [ = rt + normal rank T(s)]. The amount by which 
the rank falls short is the order of the zero. 
(b) so E C is called a zero of T(s) if it is the zero of a minimal realization 
of T(s). 
(c) The zero structure of T(s) at so = cc is given by the zero structure of 
?‘(A) = T((aX + b)(ch + d))‘) at ho = - d/c, c # 0 and X0 not a pole of 
T(A). 
REMARK 2.1. It is easy to see that the zeros of T(s) are precisely the 
points at which T(s) loses normal rank. The zeros of a realization of T(s) are 
the zeros of T(s) together with the uncontrollable and the unobservable 
modes of the realization (see [2O, 211). 
LEMMA 2.2 (Zeros of dual spectral factors). Let (P, K, V) and (Q, L, W) 
be dual solutions to the PR and DPR equations, and let V(s), W(s) be the 
dual spectral factors given by (2.9). Then the realizations (2.9) of V(s) and 
W( - 8)* have the same finite and infinite zeros. When (C, A, K) and 
(L, A, B) are minimal, V(s) and W( - S)* have the same finite and infinite 
zeros. 
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Proof. Let U be a 9 X ij matrix satisfying (2.5) and (2.6). Using (2.4a,b) 
and (2.5c,d) we obtain 
Using (2.2a,b) and (2.5a,b) we obtain 
[ -2 ;][“_-; “v][ _;* ;]=[ -“f,p* ;*I. (2.13b) 
Consider 9 < ij. Then VU* = I, so U has full row rank 9. Hence 
has fulI row rank n + 9. It follows from (2.13b) and Sylvester’s inequality that 
the system matrices of V(s) and W( - S)* have the same rank, and therefore 
the realizations (2.9) of V(s) and W( - S)* have the same finite zeros. For 
9 >, 9, use (2.13a) instead of (2.13b). 
For infinite zeros, see Appendix A. 
When (C, A, K) and (L, A, B) are minimal, the zeros of the realization 
are the zeros of the factors. so the result follows. m 
DEFINITION 2.6. A p X 9, proper, rational matrix T(s) wiU be cahed 
minimum phase if it has no zeros in { s : Re( s) > 0}, and strictly minimum 
phase if it has no zeros in { s : Re( s) > O}. T(s) wi.U be called (strictly) 
maximum phase if T( - s) is (strictly) minimum phase. T(s) wilI be called 
unimodular if it is square (p = 9), asymptotically stable, strictly minimum 
phase, and nonsingular at infinity. 
The following theorem is weII known [13-171: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Z(s) be positive complex with minimal realization 
(2.1). Then there exists a minimal solution P,,, and a maximal solution P_ 
to the PR equations (2.2) such that for any other solution P 
P,,GPGP,,. (2.14) 
Furthermore any left spectral factor associated with Pmin is minimum phase. 
Any Z& spectral factor associated with P,, is maximum phase. A fill rank 
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kj3 spectra2 factor V,,(s) (V,,(s)) associated with Pmi, (P,,) has no more 
columns than rows, so it hu.s fill rwrmul column rank. 
There also exist Qmin and Qmin, minimal and maximal solutions to the 
DPR equations, and by (2.3) we have 
Q,,,i,, = Pi& > (2.15a) 
Qm, = Xii. (2.15b) 
Also, W,,,(s) and Wmax(s) are respectively minimum phase and maximum 
phase. 
3. BALANCED STOCHASTIC REALIZATION 
Consider two solutions (P, K, V) and (Q, L, W) to the PR and DPR 
equations and the associated left and right spectral factors V(s) and W(s). 
The balanced stochastic realization is obtained by performing a state transfor- 
mation on the realizations (2.9) of V(s), W( s) and the realization (2.1) of 
Z(s), such that the controllability gramian of V(s) is equal to the observ- 
ability gramian of W(s). Since (2.2a) and (2.4a) are dual Lyapunov equa- 
tions, they can be balanced using the same transformation as is used in 
internal balancing (see [3]). Thus let (P, K, V) be any solution to (2.2), and 
(Q, L, W) any solution to (2.4). We seek a state transformation T of the 
realization (2.1) of Z(s) such that 
P=Q=Z=diag(u,,i=l,..., n), 0, 2 uj+1. (3.1) 
Let Q have Cholesky factorization 
Q = R*R, 
and RPR* have singular value decomposition 
RPR* = UE2U* with uu*=I, 
Z=diag(a,,u, ,..., u,), ui > Oi+i* (3.2) 
Define 
T = Z-‘/zU*R. 
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Now apply the state transformation T to the realization (2.1) of Z(s) and the 
realizations (2.9) of V(s) and W(s). This gives 
Z(s)=D+C(sI-A)_%, 
V(s)=V+C”(sZ-A)_%, 
w(s) = w+ L(sz - Al) -%, 
where 
6= CT-‘, B=TB, A= TAT-‘, 
L = LT-‘, k=TK. 
It is easily verified (writing from now on A” = A, 8 = B, etc.) that 
AZ+ZA*+KK*=O, 
EC* = B - KV*, 
w*=D+D*; 
A*X+XA+L*L=O, 
ZB = C* - L*W, 
W*W=D+D*. 
(3.3a) 
(3.3b) 
(3.3c) 
(3.4a) 
(3.4b) 
(3.4c) 
This is now a balanced stochastic realization, and Equations (3.3),(3.4) 
will be called the Z balanced positive real equations. The above calculation is 
in no way meant to suggest, however, that one would calculate a BSR in this 
way. It is merely to prove the existence of a BSR. 
REMARK 3.1. Instead of considering the balancing operation as one of 
balancing a solution P to the PR equations against a solution Q to the DPR 
equations, we could equivalently consider “balancing” two (different) solu- 
tions P and p to the PR equations so that P is transformed to Z and F is 
transformed to Z- ‘. This is equivalent to balancing P against Q 2 F- ’ in 
the above described manner. Thus the effect of balancing can be thought of 
as rwnnulizing the set 9 of solutions to the PR equations. For example, 
when P = Pmin, the minimal solution, and p = Pm,, the maximal solution, the 
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normalization is such that I’,, = P;i. In addition of course Pmin = Z = 
diag( ui ). 
3.1. Partitioned Balanced Positive Real Equutions 
In this subsection the structure of the I: balanced PR and DPR equations 
is investigated. The structure will be seen to lead to a product decomposition 
of the associated left and right spectral factors. This product decomposition 
decouples the zeros of the associated left and right spectral factors in useful 
ways. 
The literature on balanced stochastic realization has, up until now, always 
balanced P,,,in against Qmin. Since Q;ik = P_ 2 Pmin, the ui in (3.2) are all 
less than (or equal to) 1 for this case. Equivalently, Z satisfies 
z<z. (3.5) 
Although we no longer restrict ourselves to balancing Pmh against Qmin, we 
will still assume that (3.5) holds, or equivalently that P and Q are ordered by 
Q-i > P. Although necessary for the particular results derived in this paper 
(particularly stability and minimum phase results), it is considered possible to 
remove this restriction, at the cost of some more complexity. Accordingly this 
extension is left for subsequent investigation. 
ASSUMPTION A. 1. From now on, we assume that P and Q satisfy’ 
Q-’ > P. (3.6) 
That is, (3.5) holds for the Z balanced PR equations (3.3),(3.4), or uj < 1 for 
all i in (3.2). 
Partition Z: as 
1, 0 
lx= 0 [ I z 2 , (3.7a) 
o<z,<z. (3.7b) 
Thus r is the number of ui in (3.2) which are 1. 
‘Actually, Q > P-’ (equivalently Q-’ 4 P) can be handled by considering dual spectral 
factors associated with V(s) and W(s). By Lemma 2.2, the effect on the results is to change 
statements about right half plane zeros into statements about left half plane zeros (see proof of 
Theorem 4.1 for example). Thus all that really matters is that Q-’ - P is definite. 
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Partition A, B,C, K, L conformally with X: 
A= [at: :I], B= [:I], K= [ii], (3.8a) 
c=[c, G], L=[L, L,], (3.8b) 
where A 1 1 is rXr, B,,C: are rXp, K,is rxq,and L: is rxq. Writing 
(3.3) and (3.4) block by block gives 
A,, + A;, = - K,K: = - L;L,, (3.9a) 
A&, + &A*, = - Z&K,*, (3.9b) 
&A, + A*,& = - LXL,; (3.9c) 
Alz+ A$&= -L:L,, 
A,, + &A& = - K,K:; 
B,=C;- LTW, 
CT =B,- K;V*; 
(3.1Oa) 
(3.1Ob) 
(3.11a) 
(3.11b) 
Z,B,=C;+ - L;W, 
B,C,* = B,-K,V*. 
(3.12a) 
(3.12b) 
REMARK 3.2. Consider now (3.9a), (3.11), (3.3c), and (3.4~). It follows 
that 
Zl(s)=D+C,(sZ+A,l)-‘B, (3.13) 
is positive complex and (I, K,,V) and (I, L,, W) are dual. The rational 
matrices defined by 
V,(s)=V+C,(sZ-A,,)-lK,, (3.14a) 
W,(s)=W+L,(sZ-A,,)-‘B, (3.14b) 
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are dual spectral factors. They satisfy 
z,(s) + z,( - i)* = V,(s)V,( - s)* = w,( - z)*w(s). (3.15) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (A, B,C,D), (2, K,V), and (2, L, W) satisfy (3.3) 
and (3.4) with K, L* having q and 4 columns respectively. Let 
2, A, B, C, K, L be partitioned as in (3.7), (3.8). Then there exists a q X ij 
matrix U such that 
L: + K,U= 0, 
w*-Vu=0 
(3.16a) 
(3.16b) 
and 
L:U* + K, = 0, 
w*u*-v=o 
(3.17a) 
(3.17b) 
with 
u*u= I if q>,cr, (3.18a) 
uu*=z if q<q. (3.18b) 
Furthermore, if sO i.s a zero of the realization (3.14a) of V1(s), then s0 is a 
zero for the realization (3.14b) of W,( - S)*. 
Proof. Follows from Equations (3.9a), (3.11), (3.3c), (3.4c), Definition 
2.1, Lemma 2.1, and Lemma 2.2. n 
Using (3.16), we can eliminate L, and W from (3.9) to (3.12) and solve 
(3.10) and (3.12) for A12, A,,, B,, C, (in terms of K, L, 2, U, V, W). This 
leads to a product decomposition of the left and right spectral factors. 
LEMMA~.~. Let (A,B,C,D), (E,K,V), and (X,L,W) satisfy (3.3) 
and (3.4) with K, L* having q and f!j columns respectively. Let 
2, A, B, C, K, L be partitioned as in (3.7), (3.8). Let U be as in Lemma 3.1, 
and define 
c= (K,*Z,+UL,)r-’ 4X+-r), (3.19a) 
I? = l?(Z,Lg + K,U) (n-f)Xii, (3.19b) 
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r=z-z;>o by (3.7). (3.20) 
Then 
A,, = K,e, 
c,=v& 
A,, = ii&, 
B, = fiW. 
(3.21a) 
(3.21b) 
(3.22a) 
(3.2213) 
Proof. Solve (3.10) for A,, and A,, in turn: 
A,, = - L:L, - ( - K,K; - A&,&, 
giving 
A,, = K,( K,*Z, + UL,)l?’ 
= @. 
using Lemma 3.1 
Similarly 
A,, = r-1(Z,L; + K&l) L, = IjL,. 
Solve (3.12) in turn for C,, B,, giving 
B, = l-‘-l(Z,L,* + K,U)W= 2W. n 
COROLLARY 3.1. 
(a) (A, B) controllable implies (A,, 6) is controllable and, if UU * = I 
then, A, - iL, is asymptotically stable. 
(b) (C, A) observable implies (e, A,) is observable and, if U*U_= Z 
then, A, - K,e is asymptotically stable. (In fact A, - K,e and A, - BL, 
are similar.) 
(c) (A, K) cuntrollable implies (A,,, K,) and (A,, K,) are con- 
trollable. 
(d) (L, A) obseruable implies (L,, A,,) and (L,, K,) are observable. 
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Proof. We prove only parts (b) and (c); parts (a) and (d) follow similar 
reasoning. 
Suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that (C, A,) is not observable. Then 
by the Popov-Belevich-Hautus test there exists a nonzero (n - r j-vector x 
such that 
A,r=Xr and &x=0. (3.23) 
Define the n-vector y by y = [0 x*1*. Then by Lemma 3.2 
Ay= [;@I= [-I= [;\:]=hy. 
Also Cy = Csx = V&x = 0 by Lemma 3.2, so (C, A) is not observable, con- 
tradicting the hypothesis that (C, A) is observable. We have 
by (3.19a) 
= - &A, + A&Z,) + X,K,& + P&K&& - Z&&T, 
by (3.19a) and (3.9c) 
= -&(A,,-K&I’) - (A*,-I’C*K,*)Z, 
+ %(A,% + %A*,)& by (3.9b) 
= -Z,(Azz-K,~)r+r(A*,-~*Kz*)Zz 
Hence 
I?-lZ,(A,- Kz~)+(A,-K,~)*Z,r-'+e*~=O. (3.24a) 
Since (C, d,) is observable and P-‘2, > 0, it follows that A, - K,e is 
asymptotically stable. The corresponding equation for A, - I%, is 
(A,-~L,)Z,r-‘+r-‘Z,(A,-~L,)*+~~*=O, (3.24b) 
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and it is also observed that A, - i?L, and A, - K,e are similar, since 
r(A,-~L,)T-‘=A,,-K,~. (3.25) 
Part (c) follows from Theorem 3.2 of [22] as follows: (A, K) is controllable 
if and only if A is asymptotically stable, by (2.Za) and Theorem 3.3 of [3]. 
Theorem 3.2 of [22] implies then that Aii, i = 1,2, are asymptotically stable. 
Theorem 3.3 of [3] and (3.9a,b) now imply (Aii, Ki), i = 1,2 are controllable. 
Note that the controllability of (A,,, K,) follows directly from Lemma 3.2 
and the Popov-Belevich-Hautus test as well. n 
REMARK 3.3. One implication of Lemma 3.2 is that a BSR can be glued 
together from two 4 X q transfer matrices, T,(s) of degree T and T,(s) of 
degree n - T, given by balanced realizations 
T,(s) = L,(sI - A,,) -‘K,, cant .-ohs. gramian I, (3.26a) 
T,(s) = Z&Z - A%) -lK,, cant .-ohs. gramian 0 < Z 2 < I. (3.26b) 
Given two such balanced realizations, one glues together a p x p BSR of a 
positive complex matrix Z(s) as follows: 
(a) Let U be 9 X 4 with UU* = Z or U*U = I, depending on whether 
9 < 4 or 9 > ij, and such that L: + K,U 7 0 (exists by (3.26a) and Lemma 
3.5 of [3]). 
(b) Let V be p X 9 arbitrary, and define W = (VU)*. 
(c) Let C, p x r be arbitrary, and define B, by (3.11a). 
(d) Define A,,, Azl, C,, B, by (3.21) and (3.22). 
(e) Define A, B, C by their blocks above in the obvious way (3.8), and let 
D be any p X p matrix such that D f D* = W*, for example D = T$( W*). 
(f) Z(s) = D + C(sZ - A)- ‘B is positive complex, and (A, B, C, D) is a 
BSR. 
Note however that (A, B, C) may not be minimal. 
The point basically is that once one knows (A,,, K,, L,), (A,, K,, L,), 
and (C,, V), the rest of a BSR is structural. 
This construction forms the basis for the state space factorization of 
all-pass matrices in [19] (see also Section 5). 
3.2. Product Decomposition of Spectral Factors 
An implication of Lemma 3.2 for the left spectral factor V(s) is that V(s) 
can be thought of as a prvdwt plus feedback decomposition, as in Figure 
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FIG. 1. (a) Realization of V(s). (b) Product plus feedback realization of V(s). 
(c) Product decomposition of V(S). 
l(b) as follows: Consider V(s). Let u(t), t > 0, be an input to the system 
with transfer matrix V(s), and y(t), t > 0, the output resulting from u(t) and 
initial condition xo. Then y(t) can equivalently be generated by the product 
plus feedback system defined by 
G= A,,x, + K,Y,, (3.27a) 
Y = c,x, + VY,, (3.27-b) 
i, = A,x, + A,,x, + K,u, (3.27~) 
y, = exz + u, (3.27d) 
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with initial condition 
[x1(o)* xz(o)*]* = x0. (3.27e) 
Naturally the right spectral factor W(s) can be similarly decomposed. 
The following theorem is the main result of this section: It decomposes 
the zeros of the spectral factors. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Z(s) be a p X p, positiue complex matrix with 
bakznced stochastic realization (2.1). Let (A, B, C, D), (E, K, V), and 
(Z, L, W) satisfy (3.3) and (3.4) with K, L* having q and 4 co2umn.s 
respectively. Let Z, A, B,C, K, L be partit@wd as in (3.7), (3.8). Let U 
satisfy (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18), and define C, B by (3.19). Define balanced 
spectral factors V(s), W(s) by the realizations (2.9), and define VI(s), W,(s) 
by 
V,(s)=V+C,(sI-A,,)-‘&, 
Then: 
W,(s)=W+L,(sZ-A,,)-‘B,. (3.28b) 
(la) V(s) and V,(s) have the same normal rank, and any finite zero of 
the realization (3.28a) of V,(s) is a zero of the realization (2.9a) of V(s). Zf 
(C, A, K) is minimal, any finite zero of the realization (3.28a) of V,(s) is a 
finite zero of V(s) (regardless of whether or not (3.28a) is minimal). 
(lb) Zf A, - K,e is asymptotically stable, every (finite) zero of the 
realization (2.9a) of V(s) in { s : Re(s) >, 0} is a zero of the realization 
(3.28a) of V,(s). 
(lc) Zf (A, K) is controllable and V(s) is a full rank minimum phase 
spectral factor corresponding to I’,,, (i.e., V(s) = Vmin(s)), then the realization 
(3.2813) of W,(s) is minimal. 
(2a) W(s) and W,(s) have the same normul rank, and any finite zero of 
the realization (3.28b) of W,(s) is a zero of the realization (2.9b) of W(s). If 
(L, A, B) is minimal, any finite zero of the realization (3.2813) of W,( s) is a 
zero of W(s) (regardless of whether or not (3.28b) is minimal). 
(2b) lf A, - 8L, is asymptotically stable, every (finite) zero of the 
realization (2.9b) of W(s) in { s : Re(s) 2 0} is a zero of the realization 
(3.28b) of W,(s). 
(2~) If (L, A) is observable and W(s) is a fill rank minimum phase 
spectral factor corresponding to Qmin (i.e., W(s) = Wmi,,(s)), then the realiza- 
tion (3.28a) of V,(s) is minimal. 
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Proof. We prove part (1) only. The product plus feedback decomposi- 
tion (3.27) written for the system matrix of (2.9a) becomes 
sZ-A,, -A,, K, 
- A21 d-A, K, 
-c, -c, v 1 
sZ-A,, 0 K, 
= [ 0 I,_, 0 -c, 0 v 
or, in obvious notation, 
1, 0 0 
- 421 sZ-A, K, 
-e I, 
Note that S and S, are (n-I p)X(n+q) and that 
Applying Sylvester’s inequality to (3.29), we obtain 
1 , (3.29a) 
(3.29b) 
S, is (n + q)X(n + 4). 
rank(S,)+rank(S,) - (r~ + 4) G rank(S) G min{mk(S,), rank(%)}. 
(3.30) 
Observe that S,(s) is singular if and only if s is an eigenvalue of A, - K&, 
so, except when s,, is an eigenvalue of A, - K& rank(S(sa)) = rank(Sl(sO)). 
When sa is an eigenvalue of A,, - K& (3.30) gives rank(S(s,) < 
rank(S,( s,,)). The result for part (la) follows by Definition 2.6. From the 
above comments, Sa(s) is nonsingular in { s: Re(s) > 0) when A, - K,? is 
asymptotically stable. Thus rank(S(s,)) = rank(S,(sO)) for sa E { s: Re(s) > 
0}, and the result for part lb follows. 
(c): The controllability of (A, K) implies A is asymptotically stable, 
which implies (L, A) is observable and thus (L,, A,,) is observable by 
Corollary 3.1. Thus we need to show (A,,, B,) is controllable. Observe, using 
(3.9a) and (3.11b), that 
[sz:2]= [ iz ;][ -s:;;rr “;I[ _;J (3.31) 
Suppose 
(sol- A;&= 0 and B:r=O. (3.32) 
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Since (L,, A,,) is observable, Af, is asymptotically stable, so Re(s,) < 0. 
Since (2.9a) is a realization of a minimum phase spectral factor and A is 
asymptotically stable [so any unobservable modes are in {s : Re(s) < O}], it 
follows from part (lb) that 
S,( -so)= -<;A11 
[ 1 
“: 
1 
(3.33) 
has normal rank. That is, rank(Sr( - sa)) = r +rankV( - s,,) = r + q, since 
V(s) is a full rank minimal spectral factor (see Theorem 2.1). In other words, 
S,( - sO) has full column rank. Multiplying (3.31) by x (on the right) and 
using (3.32), we obtain x = 0. Thus, by the Popov-Belevich-Hautus test, 
(A rr, B,) is controllable. n 
Theorem 3.1 relates the finite zeros of V(s) and V,(s). We would also like 
to relate their zeros at infinity. This is achieved in the following theorem, 
which extends the product plus feedback to a complete product decomposi- 
tion. 
THEOREM 3.2. Hypotheses and definitions as for Theorem 3.1. Define 
V’(s) = Z +(O,o(sZ - A) -‘K 9x9, (3.34a) 
W,(s) = Z + L(sZ - A) -‘(O, g*)* q x q. (3.34b) 
Then: 
(a) We have 
(3.35a) 
W(s) =%(4K(s). (3.35b) 
(b) Vs( s), W,(s) are stable and minimum phase. 
(c) Zf (A, K) is controllable (equivakntly, (L, A) is observable) and 
A, - ZZ$ asymptotically stable, then Vs(s), W,(s) are u&nodular. 
Proof. See Appendix B. n 
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It follows from Theorem 3.2 part (c) that when (A, K) is controllable and 
A, - K,c is asymptotically stable, V(s) and V,(s) hum the same infinite 
zeros. The realization (3.35) of V(s) is shown in Figure l(c). 
REMARK 3.4. Observe that the Kalman filter for a process with power 
spectrum given by (2.10) is V,,(s)-‘. Suppose P = Pmin and Q = Qmin. 
Using the product decomposition (3.35), we obtain 
Ln(4 -l =v,(s) -‘v,(s) -l, (3.36) 
in which V,(s) - ’ is unimodular and V,(s) - ’ contains the imaginary axis and 
infinite poles of the filter [by Theorem 3.1(2) and Lemma 2.21. Thus the 
singular filter [i.e. when V(co) is singular] is a cascade of a nonproper filter, 
containing the imaginary axis (and infinite) poles of the filter, and a unimodu- 
lar filter. Equation (3.36) and the above discussion thus suggest there may be 
some interesting connections between (1) the BSR and (2) the recent 
cascaded filter approach to singular filtering and the dual problem of singular 
LQ optimal control taken in [23, 241. 
4. ZEROS OF MINIMAL DEGREE SPECTRAL FACTORS 
We now consider the claim in the introduction that the product decom- 
position can be used to prove some results on spectral factors, direct proof of 
which has been hitherto available only for the regular case. It is clear from 
Theorem 3.1 that the product decomposition has a great deal to say about 
zeros. In fact the product decomposition can be interpreted as a decomposi- 
tion according to zeros. We wiU therefore see how the product decomposition 
can be used to make statements about the zero locations of (minimal degree) 
spectral factors. 
This subsection thus duplicates the known results of [15, 16, 171, but now 
using the product decomposition as the tool. In particular we will see how 
these results can be proved (using the product decomposition) for the 
singular case without reduction to the regular case--[151 is restricted to the 
regular case, [16] discusses only the zeros of minimum and maximum phase 
spectral factors, and [17] discusses the singular case by performing a se- 
quence of transformations which reduce the singular case to the regular case. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Z(s) be a p x p, fill rank, asymptotically stable, 
positive complex matrirfinction with minimal realization (2.1). Let (P, K, V) 
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be any solution triple for the PR equations (2.2), and V(s) the associated I?& 
spectral factor defined by (2.9a). Let P,,,i, and P,, denote the minimal and 
maximal solutions to (2.2). Then 
(a) V(s) has dim(ker(P,,-P)) zerosin {s:Re(s)>O}U{co}; 
(b) V(s) has dim(ker(P-P,,)) zerosin {s:Re(s)gO}U{co}; 
(c) V(s) has dim(ker(P,,-Pmin)) zerosin {s:Re(s)=O}U(co}. 
Proof. Firstly note that, by hypothesis, (2.1) is minimal and Z(s) is 
asymptotically stable, so (A, B),(A, K) are controllable and (C, A),(L, A) 
are observable. 
(a): Let W&s) be a full rank minimum phase right spectral factor 
associated with Qmin = Pi=. 1 Since Z(s) is full rank, W,,,(s) is square 
(S = p). By definition Q&!, - P = P,, - P > 0, so Assumption A.1 (Section 
3.1) is satisfied. Balance P against Qmin. By Theorem 3.1, part (2c), V,(s) has 
degree r = dim(ker( Z - PQmin)) = dim(ker( Pm, - P)). Since W,(s) is square 
and nonsingular a.e., it follows that W,(s) has the same number, 1 of finite 
and infinite zeros as it has poles (see [21, Equation (X5.421). Thus the 
realization (3.3813) of W,(s) has T zeros [the I zeros of W,(s) plus the T - I 
uncontrollable and unobservable modes]. These are in { s : Re( s) G 0) U {co } 
by Theorem 3.1, part (2a) (and Theorem 3.2), since W,,(s) is minimum 
phase and A r1 is asymptotically stable. It follows, from Lemma 2.2 and the 
minima&y of the realization (3.38a), that V,(s) has r zeros in {s: Re(s) >, 0} 
U { oo}. By Theorem 3.1, parts (la,b) (and Theorem 3.2) it follows that V(s) 
has T zeros in { s:Re(s) > 0) U(m). 
(b): Let W,(s) be a dual right spectral factor associated with V(s), with 
Q = P-’ the associated solution to the DPR equations. by definition Q-’ - 
P,,,in = P - P,,, > 0, so Assumption A.1 is satisfied. Balancing Q against P,,, 
shows, as in part (a), that W,(s) has dim(ker(Z - QPm,)) zeros in {s: Re(s) 
>, 0} U {co}. The result now follows from Lemma 2.2. 
(c): From Pmin G P Q P,,,, and Pm, - Pmin = (Pm, - P) +(P - Pmti) it 
follows that 
ker( Pm, - P,,)=ker(P-P,,)nker(P,,,,-P). 
The result follows. n 
REMARK 4.1. Observe that it is not necessary for P = Pmin that the 
spectral factor V(s) associated with P be minimum phase. What is necessary 
(and sufficient) is 
dim(ker( Pm, - P)) = dim(ker( P,,,, - Pmi,)). (4.1) 
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For V(s) to be square and minimum phase, it is however necessary that 
P = Pmin. 
REMARK 4.2. By Theorem 4.1 the total number of zeros of right spectral 
factor V(s), which we denote z, is 
z = dim { ker( P,,,, - P)+ker(P - P,,,in)) 
= dim(ker( P,, - P))+dim(ker(P - Pmin)) - dim(ker(P,,,, -Pm,))* 
(4.2) 
Now z may well be less than n, but the square minimum and maximum 
phase spectral factors always have n zeros. Thus as P is increased from P,,,in 
to Pmx zeros can disappear. This happens as follows: 
Consider a simple case where Pmin = Z and P,,,, = Z - ‘, Z diagonal (i.e., 
balance P,,,,, against &,). Assume also that Z - ’ - I: > 0-i.e., Z(s) has no 
imaginary axis or infinite zeros (by Theorem 4.1). Now consider a diagonal P 
with all but the last of its diagonal entries equal to those of Z, and denote this 
last entry by pnn. 
When p,, = a,,, the associated right spectral factor is of course the square 
minimum phase spectral factor. Now increase p,,, but not so much that 
P =(T _ ‘. Then dim(ker( P - Pmin)) = n - 1 and dim(ker( Pm, - P)) = 0, so 
a”lero ias disappeared, and the associated right spectral factor is in fact still 
minimum phase, even though P # Pmin. Now increase p,, so that p,,, = a;‘. 
Then dim(ker(P - P,,,,,)) = n - 1 and dim(ker(P,,,, - P)) = 1, so a zero has 
reappeared, reflected from its original position across the imaginary axis. 
The right spectral factor associated with Pm,, is p X p. What happens 
when a,, f P,,,, # 0;’ is that we can no longer solve the PR equations with a 
K and V still having p columns. Thus the right spectral factor associated with 
P is no longer square, with a zero disappearing as a result. 
5. MINIMAL ALGPASS MATRIX FUNCTIONS 
This section describes the relationship between spectral factorization and 
the factorization of all-pass matrices [lS, 191. In particular we will be 
concerned with minimal all-pass matrices. We explore this connection with 
all-pass matrices to show the relationship between BSR and internally bal- 
anced realization [2], between spectral factorization and all-pass factorization, 
and between balanced stochastic truncation and “phase” matching. 
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Consider the spectral factorization equation (2.10), viz. 
V(s)V( -i)*=w( -i)*w(s) (5.1) 
with V(s) and W(s) both p x p and both of (normal) rank p. Now consider 
the p x p matrix defined by 
Then 
E(s) =v( -s)pw(i)*. (5.2) 
E(s)E( - S)* =V(s) -‘W(S)*W(s)V( -S) -* 
= Z by (5.1). (5.3) 
Thus E(s) is all-pass. We want to find a realization for E(s) in (5.2) given 
realizations for V(s) and W(s). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let Z(s) be a p x p asymptotically stable positive 
complex matrix with minimal balanced realization (2.1). Let (C, K, V), K, V 
having q columns, and (1, L, V), L, W having 9 rows, satisfy the balanced 
PR and DPR equations (3.3), (3.4) with C, A, B, C, ,K, L p?rtitioned as in 
(?.7), (3.8). Define U as in Lemma 3.1, r by (3.20), C and B by (3.19), and 
A by 
d=~,,-~L,=r-l(A,-K,e)r (5.4) 
[equahty by (3.25)]. Define 
E(s)=U+K*(sZ-A*)-‘L*+&‘(sZ+d)-% q x 9. (5.5) 
Let V(s), W(s) be given by (2.6). Then 
V( -s)E(s) =W(B)*, (5.6a) 
E(s)W( -s) =V(S)* (5.6b) 
and 
E(s)E( - S)* = I, if q<:, (5.7a) 
E( - H)*E(s) = I, if q>,q. (5-n) 
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E(s) has Hankel singular values a,, the entries of C: n stable and n - r 
unstable poles (i.e., the realization (5.5) is minimal). Furthermore, internally 
balanced realizations of E+(s) and E_(s), with E+(s) and E_(s) denoting 
the stable strictly proper and the unstable parts of E(s) respectively, are 
E+(s) =K*(sl-A*)-‘L*, (5.8a) 
E_(s) =U+~r’/2(sl+r1/2dr-1/2)-1r1’2~. (5.8b) 
Proof. See Appendix C. n 
E(s) given by (5.5) is a minimal all-pass matrix [18, 191. If ni and n2 
denote the number of stable and unstable poles of an arbitrary all-pass matrix 
A(s), and r denotes the number of unit Hankel singular values of A(s), then 
n2 > n, - r. Minimal all-pass matrices are those with n2 = ni - r. 
REMARK 5.1. When V(s) and W(s) are the square minimum phase 
spectral factors associated with Pmin and Qmin, the all-pass matrix E(s) is the 
so-called “phase” matrix of [7, 8, 9, lo]. The Hankel operator associated with 
E(s) is the canonical correlation operator associated with a stochastic process 
with power spectrum Z(s) + Z( - 8)* = V(s)V( - 8)* = W( - S)*W(s) 
[7-g], and the ui, the entries of C, are therefore the canonical correlation 
coefficients [6] of the process. Thus, by Theorem 4.1, the number of unit 
canonical correlation coefficients is dim(ker( Q,$, - P,,) = dim(ker( P,, - 
Pmin), which is the number of imaginary axis and infinite zeros of the 
innovations model V,,(s) of the process [25]. 
Interpreting the all-pass matrix E(s) and the significance of its Hankel 
singular values ui when P # Pmin and/or Q # Qmti is an open problem which 
will not be pursued here. It is particularly important, however, to interpret 
the ui, since they are the criteria by which states are retained or discarded in 
the stochastic model reduction technique of balanced stochastic truncation. 
6. BALANCED STOCHASTIC TRUNCATION 
In this section we consider the stochastic model reduction method 
introduced by Desai and Pal [5], which we call balanced stochastic tnmca- 
tion. The motivation for stochastic model reduction stems from problems in 
system identification and signal estimation, where given noisy data, assumed 
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to be generated by an underlying linear time invariant dynamical system, one 
would like to obtain a state space description of the system. The model 
identified using correlation techniques, however, typically has unreasonably 
high state dimension, due to the presence of noise, so that some form of 
stochastic model reduction is required. The deterministic techniques of 
internally balanced truncation [2] or optimal Hankel norm approximation [3], 
based as they are on approximating the Hankel operator associated with the 
system impulse response, are not suitable, as the impulse response is not 
available. Balanced stochastic truncation is based on approximation of the 
covariance sequence of the process, with the canonical correlation coeffi- 
cients of the process [6] providing the basis upon which states are retained or 
discarded, instead of the Hankel singular values as is the case for balanced 
truncation [2]. The canonical correlation coefficients provide a measure of the 
correlation which the corresponding state has to the future of the process. 
The future of the process is therefore relatively independent of states with 
small canonical correlation coefficients, which is to say that such states are 
unpredictable. The canonical correlation coefficients thus provide a basis for 
the decision to fit a lower order approximation to the high order model 
produced by correlation techniques, and provide statistical justification for 
the technique of balanced stochastic truncation. 
Balanced stochastic truncation (BST) has up to now only been considered 
for regular processes-in the notation of Section 2 this means D + D* > 
O-and only the minimal solutions P,,,i, and Qmin to the PR and DPR 
equations (2.2) and (2.4) have been balanced [S, 10-121. Additionally, that 
BST preserves the minimum phase property of the minimum phase spectral 
factor V(s) defined by (2.9a), with P a minimal solution to PR equations, has 
only been proved when V(s) has no imaginary axis zeros (this means 
Q,i’, - Pmin > 0 by Th eorem 4.1, so the subscript 1 blocks in Section 3 are 
nonexistent) [ 10-121. 
We now remove all the above restrictions. We do not assume the process 
is regular [i.e., we do not assume V= V(cc) is nonsingular-equivalently, 
D + D* > O] and we do not assume that V(s) has no imaginary axis zeros. In 
fact, we do not assume V(s) is a minimum phase spectral factor. When V(s) 
is not the square minimum phase spectral factor (P # P,,,i,), we show that the 
right half plane zeros of V(s) are preserved by BST. 
DEFINITION 6.1 (Balanced stochastic truncation). Let Z(s) be positive 
complex and P, Q any solutions to the PR and DPR equations (2.2), (2.4) 
(satisfying Assumption A.l). Let Z(s) have associated E balanced stochastic 
realization (A, B, C, D) satisfying (2.1). Let (C, K, V) and (C, L, W) be the 
associated solutions to the balanced PR and DPR equations (3.3) and (3.4). 
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Let V(s) and W(s) be the balanced spectral factors given by (2.9). Partition 
IX as 
(6.la) 
(6.lb) 
with &,Czz < Z and such that &,I& have no entries in common. Partition 
A, B, C and K, L conformally as 
A= 
Define 
Define 
6= [;;], 2= [;j. (6.3b) 
z(s) = D+@Z-A)-%, (6.4) 
qs)=v+e((sz-rl)-‘R, (6.5a) 
w(S)=w+Qsz-~)-lZ?. (6.5b) 
Then z(s), v(s), and I@(s) are the (P, Q, k) baihced stochastic truncations 
of Z(s), V(s), and W(s). 
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The qualifier (P, Q, k) is introduced because to specify z(s), v(s), and 
W(s) we need to know which solutions to the PR and DPR equations were 
used in obtaining the BSR, this being specified by P and Q, and the order of 
the truncation, being k. Note that it is always assumed that uk > uk+ i-the 
definition precludes forming a kth order truncation if uk = uk+i. In particu- 
lar it precludes choosing k < r. 
Note that when P = P,,, and Q = Qminr the ui are the canonical correla- 
tion coefficients [6] of a stochastic process generated as the output of the 
system described by V(s) driven by a white noise input (see [7, 8, 9, lo]). 
Thus balanced stochastic truncation discards states corresponding to small 
canonical correlation coefficients, i.e. states which have small correlation to 
the future. When P # P,,, or Q # Qmin, the interpretation of ui is an open 
question- no one has previously considered balanced stochastic realizations 
with P # Pmin and/or Q # Qmin. 
We are now in a position to prove the promised results on balanced 
stochastic truncation. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let Z(s) be p x p positive complex, and P, Q any 
solutions to the PR and DPR equations (2.2), (2.4). Let Z(s) have associated 
balanced stochastic realization (A, B, C, D) satisfying (2.1) with (C, A, B) 
minimal. Let (X, K,V) and (C, L, W) be the associated solutions to the 
balanced PR and DPR equations (3.3) and (3.4). Let V(s) and W(s) be the 
b_alance$ spectral factors given by (2.9), and VI(s), W,(s) by (3.28). Let 
Z(s), V(s), W(s) be the (P, Q, k) stochastically balanced truncations of 
Z(s), V(s), W(s) respectively, with k >, r = dim(ker(Z - PQ)). Then: 
(a) V(s), W(s), and Z(s) are asymptotically stable, Z(s) is positive 
complex, and 
Z(s)+Z( -s)*=V(s)V( -s)*=lv( -i)*lqs). (6.6) 
(b) The zero: of the realization (3.28a) of V,(s) are zeros of the realiza- 
tion (6.5a) of V(s) and of V(s). In particular, the zeros of the realization 
(6.5a) of v(s) in {s:Re(s)>O}U{ co } are the same as the zeros of V( s) in 
(s:Re(s) 2 O}U{co}. 
(b’) The zeros of th_e realization (3.28b) of W,(s) are zeros of the 
realization (6.5b) of W(s) and of W(s). In particular, the zeros of 
the reazization (6.5b) of q’(s) in { s: Re( s) z 0} U ( co} are the same as the 
zeros of V(s) W(s) in {s:Re(s) >-O}U{co}. 
(c) Zf Q = Qmin, then the realization (6.5a) of p(s) is minimal -v(s) 
has McMillun degree k-and W(s) is minimum phase. 
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(c’) Zf P = Pmin, then the r~lizution (6.5b) of l@(s) is minimal-@(s) 
has McMillan degree k -and V(s) is minimum phase. 
(d) Zf P = P,,, and Q = Qmin, then the realiultions (6.4), (6.5) are 
minimal - z(s), v(s), w(s) have McMillan degree k-v(s), w(s) are 
minimum phase, and the zeros of e(s) of C(s) on the imaginary axis and 
at infinity are the same as the zeros of V(S) of W(s) on the imuginay axis 
and at infinity. 
Proof. With 2 = blockdiag(Z,,,&,), A, fi, C, Z?, V, i, W satisfy the bal- 
anced PR and DPR equations (3.3), (3.4), so z”(s) is positive complex and 
(6.6) holds. Furthermore Theorem 3.2 of [22] applied to (3.3a) and (3.4a) 
implies A is asymptotically stable, proving part (a). Thus (A, I?) is controlla- 
ble and (e, d) is observable. Now consider (3.24), which can be balanced by 
the trivial scaling transformation l?“’ (see also Theorem 5.1). By Corollary 
3.1, A, - K&and A, - fiL, are asymptoti_caUy 
follows from Theorem 3.2 of [22] that Ass - I?,$ and 
totically stable, where 
stable.,‘?us it again 
I-i,- BL, are asymp- 
(6.7) 
(6.8a) 
(6.8b) 
Since C,, A,,, B,, K,, L,, V, W are preserved, part (b) now follows from 
Theorem 3.1(2). Similarly for part (b’). 
Since W(s) is minimum phase, for Q = Qmti, it follows from part (b’) that 
W(s) is minimum phase. It is easily observed, using (3.4a, b), that 
-sz-A* 
B* $][ I;] = [E(sL;A)]. (6.9) 
Suppose (so’, - A)x = 0 and & = 0. Since A is asymptotically stable, Re(s,) 
< 0. Since W(s) is minimum phase, it follows from part (b’) that 
S(s) = 1 -sz_A* _t* ii* W* I (6.10) 
has normal rank at sa. By Theorem 3.1, part @a), normal rank $8) = k + 
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normal rank W,(s) = k +normal rank W(s) = k + Q, since W(s) is a full rank 
minimal right spectral factor. Thy !(s,) has full column rank. Multiplying 
(6.9) by x then gives x = 0, so (C, A) is controllable by the Popov-Belevich- 
Hautus test. Similarly for part (c’). 
For part (d): Parts c and c’ give thz minimality of (6.5), which implies the 
minimality of (6.4), and that V(s), W(s) are minimum phase. Furthermore 
Lemma 2.2 implies all the zeros of V,(s) and W,(s) are in { s : Re(s) = 0} U 
{ 00) and the result follows from parts (b) and (b’) of this theorem. n 
REMARK 6.1. Consider a left spectral factor V(s) associated with a 
solution P to the PR equations, and consider the (P, Qmin, k) balanced 
stochastic truncation V(s) of V(s). V(s) has the same right half plane and 
imaginary axis zeros as V(s)-not just the same number, the same zeros. 
Thus (P, Qmin, k) truncation preserves right half plane zeros. 
When Q # Qmin, zeros other than right half plane zeros can be in 
V,( s)-in the extreme of Q = P-‘, V,(s) = V( s), so every zero is in V,(s) 
and no reduction is possible. Thus the choice of Q to balance P against can 
be used to determine which zeros are to be preserved. In particular it may be 
desirable to preserve zeros which are in the left half plane but are close to the 
imaginary axis. 
REMARK 6.2 (Approximation of non-minimum-phase stochastic systems). 
As far as power spectrum approximation is concerned, one can consider 
balancing any solutions P, Q to the PR and DPR equations and performing 
(P, Q, k) BST. Choosing different P, Q will lead to different reduced order 
models, just as different P, Q lead to different fulI order models. The power 
spectrum of a process, however, conveys only the second order statistics of 
the process and thus is phase insensitive. Since the phase is important in 
signal estimation and control system analysis [26], it is important that the 
model reflects the phase characteristics of the process. If these characteristics 
are known, or if some higher order statistics of the process are known, this 
can be used to choose a solution P to the PR equations which adequately 
allows for this information. In particular, if the process is known to be 
non-minimum-phase, it would be senseless to model it by the minimum phase 
spectral factor associated with Pmin. Since the previous literature on BST [5, 
lo-121 deals only with ( Pmin, Qmh, k) BST, its use has rightly been considered 
limited [27]. Now however we are not limited to ( Pmin, Qmh,k) BST, so BST 
can be used for the order reduction of non-minimum-phase systems. The 
suggestion is that P should be chosen to reflect the non-minimum-phase 
characteristics of the process (known a priori or from higher order statistics), 
and then Q chosen according to what zeros one wants to preserve. If only the 
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non-minimum-phase zeros are desired, one should choose Q = Qmin, which 
would also be a good default choice. One can then do (I’, Qmin, k) BST to get 
a reduced order model which is asymptotically stable, has degree k, and has 
the same non-minimum-phase zeros as the full order model. 
REMARK 6.3. As has been observed before [9, lo], the equivalence 
between the BSR and an internally balanced realization of the “phase” 
matrix E(s) of Theorem 5.1 means that BST is entirely equivalent to the 
phase matching approach to stochastic model reduction using (internally) 
balanced truncation [7-lo]. 
REMARK 6.4. Although simulations have shown BST to perform well [7, 
81, no theoretical performance for BST is known. No error bound between 
Z(s) and z(s), V(s) and V(s), or W(s) and J@(s) is known or conjectured. 
The only error bound which is related is the “phase” error bound between 
E(s) and E(s) one gets from [3, 41, because E”(s) is an internally balanced 
truncation of E(s). Thus 
II+> -E(s)((,&(u~+I+ -*. +a,,) (6.11a) 
and 
(4(Uk.,S- *** +u,) (6.11b) 
(use Theorem 9.6 of [3] and Theorem 5.1). 
The direct calculation of a bound for Z(s) - z”(s) and/or V(s) - V(s), 
or the construction of a bound from (6.11), is therefore considered the major 
theoretical question to be answered about balanced stochastic truncation and 
is the subject of continuing research. 
7. CONCLUSION 
The structure of balanced solutions to the positive real and the dual 
positive real equations has been analysed, the major result being a product or 
cascade decomposition of the associated spectral factors. It was shown how 
this result can be used to determine the number of left half plane, right half 
plane, and imaginary axis zeros of spectral factors without reduction to the 
regular case.. 
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The stochastic model reduction technique of balanced stochastic trunca- 
tion (BST) was considered and generalized. BST can now be applied to 
minimum phase and non-minimum-phase stochastic model reduction. It was 
shown that BST preserves the stability, the minirnality, and the number of 
right half plane zeros of the spectral factor. The major problem for BST is 
therefore to prove an error bound for the method. 
APPENDIX A. PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2 FOR INFINITE ZEROS 
Suppose, for simplicity, that A is nonsingular [i.e. V(s) has no poles at the 
origin]. This is certainly the case when A is asymptotically stable. Let 
X = s-l and v(X) = V(s), w(X) = W(s). It is not difficult to show that 
Using (2.2), 
V(h)=V-CA-‘K-CA-‘[AZ-A-‘I-‘A-%, (A.la) 
W(X)=W-Z&‘B-LA-‘[AZ-A-‘I-‘A-‘B. (A.lb) 
(2.4) it is easy to show that 
K*A-*Q (V-CA-%)*] 
A-*L* = W* _ B*A- *L*1 [LAP (w-IX’B)]. (A4 
It follows as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 (assuming now q < 4) that there is a 
q x 4 matrix X such that XX* = Z and 
[ V~;~K]x= [ w*!;:::*L*]* 
It now follows, from (2.2) and (A.3), that 
-AZ-A-* A-*L* = 
B*A-* I w* _ B*A- *L* . 
(A.3) 
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Thus, as in the proof of Lemma 2.2 for the finite zeros, v(X) and w( -A)* 
have the same finite zeros. In particular they have the same zeros at X, = 0, 
and hence V(s) and W( - g)* have the same infinite zeros. 
APPENDIX B. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2 
We have 
V,(s)V,(s)=V+(O,Ve)(sZ-A)-‘K+C,(sZ-A,,)-’K, 
+ C,(sZ - A,,) -‘(O, K&Z - A) -‘K 
=V+(O,C,)(sZ-A)-‘K+C,(sZ-A,,)-’ 
x[(Z,O)(sZ-A)+(O,A,,)](sZ-A)-k 
by Lemma 3.2 
=V+(O,C,)(sZ-A)-‘K+C,(sZ-A,,)-] 
x [(sz - All, -A12)+(0,A,,)](sZ-A)-‘K 
=V+(O,C,)(sZ-A)-‘K+C,(Z,O)(sZ-A)-k 
=V(s) by (2.9a). 
Clearly V(s) is stable, and asymptotically stable with (A, K) controllable by 
(3.3a). Since V(co) = I, V(s) is nonsingular at co and we can use the matrix 
inversion lemma to find a realization for V(s)- ‘, the (asymptotic) stability of 
V(s) - ’ being equivalent to V(s) being (strictly) minimum phase. The state 
matrix (i.e., the “A” matrix) of V(s)-’ is A - K(0 6). Now observe that by 
Lemma 3.2 
A-K(0 6)= 
All 0 
A 
21 &2-K2~ 1 (B.1) 
Thus A - p(O e) is stable by (3.9a) and (3.24). When (A, K) is controllable, 
A - K(0 C ) is asymptotically stable by Corollary 3.1. 
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APPENDIX C. PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1 
We have 
V(-s)E(s)=VU+VK*(sZ-A*)-?* 
+[VCr+C(-sZ-A)-'Kb](sZ+ff)-'z? 
+C(-sZ-A)-'KU+C(-sZ-A)-' 
X[(-sZ-A)C+C(sZ-A*)](sZ-A*)-?* 
=W(i)*+C(-sZ-A)-‘[KU+CL*] 
+[Vh+C(-sZ-A)-'K&](sZ+ff) 1* B 
by (3.3b), (2.9b). (C.l) 
using (3.3a) 
Now K,& = AJ, and by (3.25), K&r = A,r - I’& SO 
(- sZ-A)-'K~IY(~Z+~)-~ 
=(-sZ-A)- 
l([sZkJjr(s,O+a)])(sz+A)-' 
= -[o r]*(sz+A)-'-(-sZ-A)-l[o r]*. 
Substituting (C.2) into (C.l) and recalling that VtI?= C,, we have 
(C.2) 
V( -s)E(s)=W(i)*+C(-sZ-A)-'[KU+xL*-[O I%]*] 
=w(s)* by Lemma 3.1 and (3.19b). 
It is similarly shown that E(s)W( - s) = V(S)*. 
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To show, for q d 4, that E(s)E( - ii)* = I, firstly note that 
(sZ+&-%( -sZ-A)-' 
=(sZ+d)-'[(As1 sZ+A,)+(O -sZ-A)](-sZ-A)-’ 
by (3.22a) and (5.4) 
= -[o I](-sZ-A)-‘-(sZ+A)-‘[O I], (C.3a) 
and it also follows that 
(sZ-A*)-'L*~*(-~Z+A*)-'= -(sz-~*)-l[O Z]* 
- [0 I]*( -sZ+A*)-'. (C.3b) 
Now using (3.4a), (3.17b), (3.22a), (5.4), (324b), and (3.7), it follows that 
E(s)E(-i)*=Z+K*(sZ-A*)-‘[L*U*+CK-(0 &‘)*I 
+[UL+K*&(O &‘)I(-sZ-A*)-% 
= Z using (3.21b), (3.22b), and Lemma 3.1. 
Similarly E( - S)*E(s) = Z when q 3 i. 
That (5.8a) is balanced follows from (3.3a) and (3.4a). It follows from [3] 
that the Hankel singular values of E(s) are a,, i = 1,. . . , n. That (5.8b) is 
balanced follows from (3.24) and (3.25). 
Now A asymptotically stable implies (A, K) is controllable and (L, A) is 
observable (by (3.3a), (3.4a), and 13, Theorem 3.3]), so (S&r) is stable and 
degree n. Also (A, 8) is controllable and <eI’, d) is observable by Corollary 
3.1 and (5.4), so (58a) is degree n - 7. Furthermore d is asymptotically 
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stable, by (3.24b), so E_(s) given by (5.8b) is indeed completely unstable. 
Thus E(s) has n stable and n - r unstable poles. 
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